Validation of direct assay of an aqueous formulation of a drug compound AZY by chiral supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC).
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) is increasingly being recognized as a powerful technique for analysis of pharmaceutical compounds in various dosage forms. Assay of aqueous formulations of research compounds by SFC is, however, a relatively unexplored area primarily due to the potential problems associated with it. This work describes the development of a direct assay of a chiral drug compound AZY in a 100% aqueous formulation by SFC, and its qualification following ICH and FDA validation guidelines on chromatographic methods. The results indicated that SFC has the potential for assaying aqueous formulations of research compounds with high degree of selectivity, accuracy, precision, robustness, sensitivity, and linearity over a wide range of concentrations. This work also confirmed a previous hypothesis that direct formulation assay by SFC approach is applicable to both acidic and basic pharmaceutical compounds with equal degree of success.